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Global issues and effects on the Netherlands

Ap. Fig.1: Climate change _Global processes and effects

source: U.N.E.P. /United Nations Environment Programme (2008) Kick the habit: A U.N. Guide to Climate Neutrality.
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Ap. Fig.2: Projected impacts of climate change

Global climate change may impact food production across a range of pathways: 1) By changing overall growing conditions (general rainfall
distribution, temperature regime and carbon); 2) By inducing more extreme weather such as floods, drought and storms; and 3) By increasing
extent, type and frequency
of infestations,
including that
invasive alienchange
species (dealt with in a separate section).
Projected
impacts
ofofclimate
Global temperature increase (relative to pre-industrial)
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M

Water
Small mountain glaciers disappear,
impacts on water supplies

Y

Significant decreases in water availability in many
areas, including Mediterranean and Southern Africa
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source: U.N.E.P. /United Nations Environment Programme (2009) Environmental Food Crisis:The Environment’s Role in Averting Future Food Crises - A UNEP Rapid Response Assessment.

Fresh water
2,5%

35.000.000 km3

0,3%

lakes and river storage

30,8%

groundwater, including soil moisture,
swamp water, permafrost and brakish water

68.9%

glacier and permanent
snow cover

Salt water
97,5%

1.365.000.000 km3

a World of Salt
Ap. Fig.3: Water quantities on earth

source: Igor A. Shiklomanov, State Hydrological Institute (SHL. St. Petersburg) and United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO, Paris), 1999.
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Ap. Fig.4: Population, area and economy affected by a 1m sea level rise (global and regional estimates, based on 2007
situations).

Even for today’s socio-economic conditions, both regionally and globally, large numbers of people and significant economic activity
are exposed to sea-level rise.The densely populated megadeltas are especially vulnerable to sea-level rise. More than 1 million people
living in the6c_onem_exposed.pdf
Ganges- Brahmaputra,
and Nile deltas will be directly affected simply if current rates of sea-level rise continue to
2007-05-22Mekong
17:25
2050 and there is no adaptation. More than 50 000 people are likely to be directly impacted in each of a further nine deltas, and more
than 5000 in each of a further 12 deltas. Some 75 per cent of the population affected live on the Asian megadeltas and deltas, with a
large proportion of the remainder living on deltas in Africa.These impacts would increase dramatically with accelerated sea-level rise.
The economy part of this graphic represents the annual share of economy in this zone, in GDP (market exchange rates).
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Ap. Fig.5: Trends in marine and freshwater populations (2000)
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Source: Living Planet Report 2000, World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF).
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Lack of improvisation
amongst designing talents

Over fishing has resulted
in reduction of fish in seas

Growing population

Climate changes
Decline of resourses (eg. overfishing)

fewer rainstrorms in the
summer, which are heavier

Climate change causing

sea levels to rise

cause
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rather than pro-active

Species becoming extinct or
nearly extinct (red listed),
especially the popular one

Fishing culture in some regions is
dieing as fish are becoming scarcer

Reduction in fish catchments,
the demand far exceeds this

Future food shortage predicted

Subsidence of land due to removal
of excess water from polder areas

Salination of soil in agricultural land
(due to higher sweet water table)

Saline intrusion into sweet water
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Ap. Fig.6: problem definition tree _ Globally
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Ap. Fig.7: Seepage land 2050
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Ap. Fig.8 (left down): Chlorides in Surface Water

source: 6.2 kwellandschap 2050
Bureau Lofvers, 2007 bewerking van:
Wandkaart Nederland 1:250.000, uitgave Topografische Dienst Emmen, 2005
Adriaan Geuze, Fred Fedders, Polders! Gedicht Nederland, Rotterdam 2005.
Atlas van Nederland, Stichting Wetenschappelijke Atlas van Nederland’s Gravenhage 1987

Ap. Fig.9 (right down): Salt Spray

overheersende windrichting

source: 9.8 Chloridengehalte oppervlakte water
Wandkaart Nederland 1:250.000, uitgave Topografische Dienst Emmen, 2005
Atlas van Nederland, Stichting Wetenschappelijke Atlas van Nederland’s Gravenhage 1987
De Grote Bosatlas #52, 2002

7 m/s
6,5 m/s
6 m/s
5,5 m/s
5 m/s
4,5 m/s

source: 9.10 SALT-SPRAY
Wandkaart Nederland 1:250.000, uitgave Topografische Dienst Emmen, 2005
www.knmi.nl
Salt Spray is een aanname van Bureaou Lofvers, 2007
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Phase 1: 2007-2008
_Feasibility sole–rag worm–shellfish integration
_Experiments
_Design studies pilot farm
_Market analyses
_Business plan pilot farm
Phase 2: 2009 - 2012
_Construction pilot farm
_Monitoring, optimization, differentiation, insight
_Education of farmers
_Public support: information demonstration

Ap. Fig.10: project planing

profit of 50ha
of Z.T.system

= 5 (to 10) x

Ap. Fig.11: Z.T. system vs. fresh water agriculture

profit of 50ha
of agriculture
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appendix
the Zeeuwse Tong project

information given from:
Dr.Willem Brandenburg, Dr. Ir. Jan Ketelards, Dr. Maurice Paulissen and Sander Ruizeveld de Winter

Zeeuwse Tong is an innovative pilot project on Integrated Multi-trophic Aquaculture, with
large spatial requirements, and it is based in the province of Zeeland.
The long term objectives of the project involve the development of a new economic sector
in the province of Zeeland, by means of the land-based production of sole (Solea solea).
These initiatives include indoor hatcheries/nurseries where the fish are bred. They are then
placed, outdoors, in salt water ponds in combination with ragworms, shellfish, algae (micro
& micro) and saline crops (Z. T. project is seeking for a balance, they also have to support
plant production since plants are needed for animals to survive). The whole process is
extensive and in harmony with saline nature [Ap. Fig.13]. If the project will be successful
A.T. system could become a new type of land use in Zeelans. It is estimated that in the long
term some10.000ha of land could be needed. In relative terms, that is less than 10% of the
agricultural land in Zeeland.
Short term project objectives include the construction of a pilot farm on the island of Noord
Beveland. Also there is a research and development program planned to further knowledge
on aquaculture and saline crops. The project is meant to be educational to entrepreneurs
who would also want to pursue aquaculture. And finally to gain public support from the
people of Zeeland, which is necessary for success.
The projects duration is from 2007-2013, which has been split into two phases [see Ap.
Fig.10]. The project team is made up of a consortium of nine private companies, mostly
based in Zeeland, Wageningen-UR and HZ. The project has a budget of 15 million Euros and
it is supported by subsidies of the Province Zeeland, Ministry LNV and the EU.
It is calculated that this production system can replace agricultural systems with five to even
ten times more profit [Ap. Fig.11], while in their calculations are included the cost of the new
investments, the infrastructure needed, the rending of a farm and the labour (more people
will be occupied in these types of farms). Additionally since the project is environmental
sustainable there will be no cost, at the long term, of cleaning the environment. For the time
to be, all their calculations (how many products will be produced, hence, how much profit)
has been done for 50ha of productive land (~ 6 Z.T. units).
Further research areas in the Zeeland Sole project include the Nutritional value of ragworms,
ragworm – sole interactions, sole fingerling production, pond design and conditioning and
the integration with algae and shellfish. Also the landscape design and societal support is
looked at, market analyses and the formulation of the business plan pilot farm.
15

sole & ragworms

000

Why Zeeland?
For extensive aquaculture large spaces are needed along the coastline. Along the Belgium
and Dutch coast this is not the case. The only place that looks like this form of aquaculture
can be applied is therefore Zeeland, the last remaining large rural area with also the largest
coastal zone of 900km.
Zeeland has a favorable environment for salt water ponds as there is much flat land and
large amounts of clean salt water required for the ponds. Zeeland has a keen knowledge and
expertise of mariculture, with many companies which could be involved. There are already
outlets for fish and shellfish and the region has a culinary tradition and interest in seafood.
The site for the first experimental farm was already chosen by the Zeeuwse Tong project, an
area in Noord Beverland (Zeeland), next to Colijnsplaat. The first unit is to be constructed
on land belonging to the Rustehoeve farm and the Z. T. experimental farm is planned to be
expanded to a 70ha farm in this same area.

Why ragworms?
Ragworms (Nereis virens) are used in combination with the sole in the salt water ponds for
at least four good reasons. Firstly, ragworms are the preferred diet for sole, as well as, in
lesser amounts, shellfish and shrimp. Secondly, ragworms and sole thrive in the same pond,
as has been proved in experiments. Thirdly, the presence of sole increases ragworm pond
productivity [see Ap. Fig.12]. Growing sole in rag worm ponds creates a storey of leavers and
stayers. Starting with a high ragworm density in spring, sole will do the necessary thinning as
the rag worms grow and need more space per individual. Finally, growing ragworms in ponds
is a proven system, (Topsy Baits: a ragworm farm in Zeeland, Holland).
Ton/Ha
Ragworms

Ton/Ha
Sole

Ragworm monoculture

15

-

Ragworm-sole mixed
culture

15

3

Ap. Fig.12: Mono-culture compared to Mixed-culture
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the Zeeuwse Tong production model
brackish water ditch

Integrated
Multitrophic
Aquaculture

FEED

product

product

WASTE

RAGWORMS

ragworm feed

FISH

product

ALGAE
t

c

u

d

o
r

p

COCKLES/
MUSSELS

product

The production model will bring:
_Cleaner production by closing nutrient cycle
_Synergy between cultures
_Spreading risks
_Diversity of healthy products from saline environment
Ap. Fig.13: Zeeuwse Tong production model

The model [see Ap. Fig.13] shows how the interaction within the production model will be.
Explanation of the scheme:
- Sole is grown in outdoor ponds
- Which lead to waste production, eutrophication of the pond water and spontaneous algal
production
- Algae being used for shellfish production and partly to support the growth of ragwarms
(receive also additional external feed)
- Ragwarms: gathered for fish meal and partly for live feed of sole
Their pond system will be isolated from the subsoil (sealed), but also from the surroundings
with a brackish water ditch, capable to prevent any salt intuitions to the surrounding areas.
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“Nutrients will enter the system through the feed given to the ragworms (nereis virens). Some of these nutrients will be
stored in the ragworm, and others are released into the watercolum via faeces ect. The Sole feeds on the ragworms, and
here more nutrients will enter the water through excretion products of the sole.
First step in the removal of nutrients is the production of algea. Algea can consume a large amount of nutrients through
fast growth, and as these algea are filtered from the water by the bivalves (mussels and cockles) the nutrients are removed
from the water.
Since the bivalves produce faeces, these nutrients have to be removed as well, so here the saline crops, and perhaps
halophyte filters will do their work. It is assumed that after these treatments, the water can either be pumped back into
the ground, or back into the Oosterschelde.”
information for Sander Ruizeveld de Winter, 10th of August 2008

The following table [see Ap. Fig.14]shows the main Pro’s and Con’s of Integrated multi tropic
aquaculture
Pro’s
- Natural sole diet
- Natural habitat
- Sustainable by integration of feed
production & consumption

Con’s
- complicated, mixed
- large special requirements
- limited control because of outdoor production

Ap. Fig.14: pron’s and con’s of I.M.T.A.

Research areas in Zeeuwse Tong
_Nutritional value of ragworms
_Ragworm - sole interactions
_Algae and cockles production
_Sole fingerling production
_Pond design and conditioning
_Market analyses
_Business plan pilot farm
_Landscape design & societal support
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the Zeeuwse Tong proposed unit
brackish water ditch

_Large Spatial
Requirements

b’

270m.

unit: 7,3ha
(270x270m)

270m.

=

[4

_ponds:3.2ha
(32ponds,10x100m)

x

_fields: 0,6ha
(2 fields, 30x100m)

a

b

_salty ditch: 0.5ha
(5m width)
a’

_infrastructure: 3ha

100m

Ap. Fig.15: the unit spatially

270m.

section aa’

270m.

section bb’
Ap. Fig.16: sections of the Z.T. unit
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the elements of the ‘Z.T. unit’ and the brackish water ditch

x

[

the
Z.T. unit

[4

4 teams
of 8 sealed ponds

+

[2x

[

=

+

2 fields
of saline crops

+
the
infrastructure

+
the salt water
ring ditch

the brackish water ditch,
that surrounds the unit or
the team of units

Ap. Fig.17: the elements of the Z.T. unit & the brakish water ditch

100m

The proposed unit of Zeeuwse Tong has large spatial requirements. It consists of ponds
10x100m large each, and together with the saline crops, the salt water ditch and the
infrastructure (placed in the array as shown above) are giving an overall unit 270 to 270 m
large (7,3ha in total). [see Ap. Fig.15&16]
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products in the ponds
brackish water ditch

tong + ragworms
ragwarms + micro algae
ragwarms + cockles + macro algae
saline crops
micro algae

Ap. Fig.18: the products in the unit

schemes: sections showing the products in the unit
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water system_ model 1
brackish water ditch

ponds
+ ring ditch
vijvers
en ringsloot
vijvers en ringsloot
zilte akkers
tussenland

ziltesaline
akkers crops
tussenland
land in/between

vispassage
wateraanvoer
waterafvoer
circulatie
rijpaden

fish passage
vispassage
water supply
wateraanvoer
water evacuation
waterafvoer
circulation
circulatie

50 meter

simplified scheme

SEA

rijpaden

50 meter

ponds

ring ditch

saline crops

SEA

“Water supply is still under research. Groundwater is thought to be of constant temperature, so this
might be preferred during some times of the year, although it is yet not known how the quality of
the groundwater at the location is. Oosterscheld water might have better temperatures during some
times of the year. What water supply will be used can thus not be said.”
information for Sander Ruizeveld de Winter, 10th of August 2008
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The water system is designed as followed:
step 1: water is pumped from the sea or from groundwater to the primary ponds
step 2:.goes to 7 secondary ones, (the parallel to each other).
The water in all the ponds is circulating.
step 3: it is then pumped in to the ring ditch surrounding the pond set up
step 4: and From the ring ditch the water passes through saline crops, a hydro filter which
extracts excess nutrient, and partly might pass again in the ponds
step 5: the drainage of the crop area is then collected underground and pumped back to the
sea.
The water in the ponds is renewed once per day.

Ap. Fig.19: the water system of the Z.T. unit
SALINE CROPS / halophyte filter:
hydro filter which extracts excess nutrients

water is pumped
from the sea
or groundwater
water sent
to the sea
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contact network
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_ connected to the Zeeuwse Tong project

PRI WUR (Plant Research International)
Dr. Willem A. Brandenburg
Project leader (PRI / IMARES)
Dr. Ir. Jan Ketelaars
Project leader (PRI / IMARES)
(Scientific manager of the Zeeuwse Tong project)
Sander Ruizeveld de Winter
Project collaborator of J. K.etelaars for Zeeuwse
Tong
Sam de Vlieger
Manager of the Rusthoeve farm
ALTERRA Landscape Center
Dr. Maurice Paulissen
Ecologist

IMARES WUR
(Institute for Marine Resources & Ecosystem
Studies - Wageningen University)
Dr A.C. Smaal
Prof Dr A.C. Smaal - Shellfish culture
(Aquaculture & Fisheries)
SAEFTINGHE ZILT
Jean-Pierre van Wesemael
Farmer in process of developing new land uses,
Saeftinghe Zilt Aquaculture Products.
HOGESCHOOL ZEELAND
Drs. J. R. (Jouke) Heringa
Coordinator (research program Mariculture)

Ing. Peter A. Slim
Field biologist
Drs. V.H.M. Kuypers
- complex processes, transitions
Lodewijk Stuyt
Hydrologists
Paul Kersten
Social scientist expert in the field of spatial planning.
GRONTMIJ MIDDELBURG
John van Vliet (PL)
Richard van de Brand
GROEN COLLEGE GOES
Wim van der Zwan
Adviseur kenniscirculatie authentiek leren.
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reference studies /

examples of extensive aquaculture

3.1. Topsy Baits _ NL
Topsy Baits is a successful ragworm breeding farm
with an extensive system, which is situated in
Zeeland and very close to the proposed site of the
Zeeuwse Tong experimental farm, and with ponds
quite similar to the Z. T. ponds.
Topsy Baits is not considered socially accepted due
to its industrial nature in a rural landscape; it is
badly fitted in the context of the place. Looking at
our Formula [see chapter 3 at 3.3] for our visional
landscapes we see that Topsy Baits is focusing only in
the first criterion: on production and is missing input
of the other two which we consider necessary in
order to be integrated in the landscape.

Z.T. farm
Topsy Baits

31

Topsy Baits

images from inside the farm

looking from outside to the farm

agricultural land

images from inside the farm

elements around the farm
small
port

looking from outside to the farm

elements around the farm
sea

Comparison of Topsy Baits with the Zeeuse Tong experimental farm

Topsy Baits

Z.T. farm

16ha

70ha (more or less 4 times bigger)

93 ponds = 10,30ha productive areas

max. units: 6 in which there are:
19,2ha of ponds (192 ponds)
+3,6ha of saline crops
+1,8ha of salty ditch
= 25,8ha productive area
+18ha infrastructure in the unit
= 43,8ha area for the units in total

0,2ha facilities
5,5ha: 10 parking places &
the rest is infrastructure mostly

Ap. Fig.20: Conclusion from the comparison: The Zeeuwse Tong farm is already less intensive than Topsy Baits since it is more
or less 4 times bigger in hectares and its productive area is approximately 2.5 times more, including also the saline fields and the
ring ditches.
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Topsy Baits

Z.T. farm

16ha of farm in which:

70ha of farm in which:

65% productive units: 93 ponds

36% productive units/area:
6units=192ponds and the saline fields

33% infrastructure

26% infrastructure in the units

2% facilities & parking (~10 places)

8% buildings / facilities/ parking/ entrances/
big infrastructure/ security ditch

30% space for...

(eg. extra production, nature values, other
activities, public interaction) depending on the
priorities.

Ap. Fig.21: specifying the flexible spaces within the Zeeuwse Tong experimental farm
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PART OF THE AREA

Les Dombes
ZOOM IN

THE PONDS

36

3.2. Les Dombes _France
The French region of Les Dombes, situated North-East of Lyon, is an historical aquaculture
landscape. In a total area of 100.000 hectares, fish ponds were developed from the 13th
century onwards, peaking when they constituted around 20.000 hectares of the region. The
land-use of this area was uniquely built around ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ periods. Fish production and
cereal crops were farmed in rotation, with drained fish ponds serving as sowing beds. Even
the land ownership and property boundaries altered between wet and dry periods, making
it a legal nightmare for French tax administration at the time. The connection with the past
land-use persists with extensive carp farming; and centuries of sustainable land-use has left a
rich wetland biodiversity recently recognized by the region’s nomination for inclusion in an
official network of nature conservation areas - Natura 2000.

ponds are INTEGRATED into the landscape
& the region has been nominated for inclusion in
NATURE 2000

37

the atmosphere

animals in
Les
Dombes

40
10

harvesting

41
11

3.3. Les claires du Bassin de Marennes, Oleron
_France
The coastal zone of South-West France provides us with an important example of large-scale,
land-based saline aquaculture. It provides a case-study both for productivity and landscape
character. The area covers more than 6000 hectares and produces 45% of France’s oyster
crop. The landscape is necessarily open compared with those under fresh-water conditions
due to the fact that there are no salt-tolerant trees in our temperate-climate region.
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above the groud level
at the groud level
under the groud level

nets above the pond

nets in height

on land

in the water
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animals in
Les claires du Bassin de Marennes
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design tools

Part of the data concerning the design tools is in this chapter and a partly is in chapter 4 and 5 of the thesis report in the subchapter:
‘‘design tools’’.

design tool no1
4.1 the elements of the unit

_a. ponds

Beside the reference studies which are mentioned in the previous chapter, a research was held on
ponds, on land or in water, concerning shapes, size, edges and techniques, as well as how they are
integrated in to the landscape, whether they are following the existing patterns or that they create
new ones .

ponds following pattern
/ linear edges
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ponds with linear soft edges
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ponds with
soft “free” edges

strictly linear

shape of ponds

ponds with hard edges and
in different levels

‘loose’ linear

shape of ponds
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ponds/productive units in water

ponds ‘walls’ from hard material

ponds ‘walls’ from nets
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57

58
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some general conclusions
_ponds under the ground or at ground level have less visual impact on the landscape
_ponds with hard edges fit better in industrial landscapes or in ‘rocky’ landscapes.
_the larger the ponds are the lower the negative impact they have (a large water body is
more preferable than a lot smaller fragmented ones).
_small dikes can play the role of the walls in some cases.
_with ponds in water the walls of the ponds can be replaced by nets (to separate the
products).

inspiration for soft edges and ponds from N. Beverland
brackish water ditch

inlagen
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inlagen

the alignment of the ponds
One of the aspects which influences the visual impact of the ponds is the alignment of the
ponds and further more of the units.
The proposed ponds are rectangular and they have a long side (100m) and a short one (10m).
The conclusion of our analysis was that we prefer in slow traffic routes (routes experienced
by bike or on foot) we prefer to align the ponds in the way that people will view them from
the smallest side since like this we avoid a darkening effect and interesting perspectives are
created (2nd position).

1st position

2nd position
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We researched the visual impact in two ways:
a. by testing the impact of the alignments of the Z.T. ponds/unit
in the experimental farm

C.

B.

1st position
A.
views from above

A. from the dike

B. from the elevated road

ground views

C. from the low speed road
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2nd position
B.

C.

A.

ROTATION
of the units
views from above

A. from the dike

B. from the elevated road

ground views

C. from the low speed road
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b. by analysing the visual impact of the ponds in the Topsy Baits farm, since they
are using the same type of ponds
[see photos bellow plus photo in part3 of the appendix]

1st position
viewing the larger side of the ponds

blackish effect
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2nd position
viewing the smaller side of the ponds

design tool no1
4.1 the elements of the unit

_b. saline crops

crambe maritima
seakale

aster tripolium

cochlearia officinalis
scurvy grass / moray
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asparagus officinalis
green asparagus

68

linum
usitatissimum

69

salicornia sp.

70

brassica napus

71

triticum spelta
spel _a new future

72

camelina sativa
false flax

73

beta vulgaris maritima
beet
74

hordeum vulgare
barley

75

crithmum
maritimum
samphire
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_saline crops in the landscape
the fields of saline crops are going be
colourful
and maybe one day people will speak about
them like they speak about the tulip fields
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field of brassica napus

78

field of salicornia
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field of beta hordeum vulgare _barley
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83

field of linum usitatissimum

84

field of triticum spelta
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field of aster tripolium

field of camelina sativa _false flax
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field of crithmum maritimum _samphire

field of cochlearia officinalis
scurvy grass
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Saline vegetation
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Ap. Fig.22: catalogue of salt tolerant plant
source: Zilte ProefTuin project
Bereau Lofvers with
van Bergen Kolpa architecten
Vincent Kuypers, Alterra
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Vegetation & Salt & Utilization

V egetation & S alt & Utilization
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Ap. Fig.23: utilization of salt tolerant plant
source: Zilte ProefTuin project
Bereau Lofvers with
van Bergen Kolpa architecten
Vincent Kuypers, Alterra
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design tool no1
4.1 the elements of the unit

_c. saline ring ditch
From the Zeeuwse Tong is proposed to be 5m width so in all our cases we kept it the same
width.
Algae can get cultivated in it and maybe bivalves (mussels and cockles) too.

design tool no1
4.1 the elements of the unit

_d. infrastructure
The Z. T. unit will have hard infrastructure and the roads will be 5m. width. From the Z. T.
project is planned to be earth gravel roads, since in order to feed the warms or to harvest
the fish they need to drive on them one or two times per day .
In the case ‘experimental farm’ we kept the above mentioned fixed for their unit but we designed also solutions that introduce water canals for the infrastructure needed outside the
units. In the other two cases we can have hard infrastructure and/or infrastructure in water
and this time we can have water infrastructure also around the ponds.
Pros of water infrastructure:
_a far more ecological way since canals can “carry” ecological values and offer connectivity.
(connect nature areas)
_a less imposing way to operate on the farm compared to the hardened surface. The water
and their green edges will soften the visual impact of the ponds and/or the hardened surfaces.
_in the case of saline water infrastructure additional products can be produced in the canals
(eg. bivalves).

For the experimental farm the elements of the unit are the above four mentioned (ponds,
saline crops, infrastructure, saline ring ditch) but for the other cases the “new units” consist
also of new additional elements like the retention ponds and retention canals.
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design tool no2

4.2 positioning the units in the field
In the case ‘experimental farm’ we specified all the possible positions the 6 units could have
in the field.

in one group

in two group

in three group

each individual

Ap. Fig.24: possible positions of the unit in the field, in groups or individually.
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functionality...
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design tool no3

4.3 netting
research on nets and poles
how nets and poles are used on land and on water
for fishing, bird protection or ...

and for inspiration

and art
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96

97

98

moire effect

poles reclining
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netting in large water bodies

netting on land
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nets covering trees
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poles and nets
poles& nets:

at the same level

in case of using them in a
more artistic way

poles higher than nets
Ap. Fig.25: schemes of poles
Ap. Fig.26: schemes of netting on high poles

nets:

at the same level

at different levels
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testing

[see also in the thesis report chapter 4_subchapter design tools]

_netting on high poles, on land
views from outside the farm

views from inside the farm
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analyzing

_views of netting on high poles in Topsy Baits

a. views from distance and/or elevated areas
_nets are hardly visible
_poles have the basic impact
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b. views from out side the nets
_nets and poles are strongly visible
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b. views under the nets
_we didn’t get any unpleasant feeling being under the netting
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2 effects of netting
a. nets seem to “disappeared” in the horizon, only some curved lines are visible
that reminds clouds
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b. the moire effect
The appearance of the moire effect is not welcome since it will give a darkened result unless
they are used carefully in order to create desired “shapes“.
It can be utilized for artistic representations, landmarks.
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ponds under the ground level
& with netting above each pond
data from the discussion on the 11th of November 2009
with Jan Ketelaars,Willem Brandenburg and Sander Ruizeveld de Winter.

0,15
???

0,30

0,15
0,20

10,00

0,15

x=0,65

case 1:
nets on short poles, 20cm above the ground.

case 2:
0,20

nets attach on the ground and the short wall in the middle of the pond.

case 3:
nets on short poles , 20cm above water level in the ponds.

case 4:
nets attach on the walls of the pond. , 5cm above water level in the ponds.

case 5:
nets under the water level

Ap. Fig.27: scheme used during the discussion showing ponds under the water and different levels on netting on them.

Information:
_ The ponds need to be minimum 65cm deep.
_ The saline ring ditch will be 1,5m. to 2m. deep.
_ The ponds can be under the ground (in our solutions we considered them 30cm under
the ground level).
_ Concerning the netting:
Case 1 to 4 are possible but new mechanisms needs to be developed.
Case 5 in not possible. Nets cannot be positioned in water because of the algae.
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design tool no4

4.4 borders of the farm/productive land
The company aspect is also a challenge for us, as human interaction with the landscape is
important for social acceptance, but at the same time the fish ponds may not be negatively
affected by this. [see also report_Chapter 4_in 4.2_82-83pg.]

design tool no5

4.5 brackish water ditch
- In order to prevent any salt intrusion to the surrounding areas.
- Transitional zone from salt to fresh water transitions
[see also report_Chapter 4_in 4.2_83pg.]
For the case ‘experimental farm’ we specified all the possible positions that the brackish
water ditch could occupy in the field.
In the case ‘saline polders’ the brackish water ditch is around the whole area that will be in
the collaboration of farms.
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brackish water ditch in the exp. farm around:
_the entire
saline area

_the units

_each unit

Ap. Fig.28: positioning the brackish water ditch(es)
in the experimental farm
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design tools no6 & no 9

4.6 Farmers & Local/Tourist scenarios
By looking at how people interact in the existing landscape we can begin to understand how
the landscape functions, in particular how the people use the landscape in their daily lives, or
as a temporary visitor seeking the unique qualities that the landscape has to offer.
We have categorised the various people using the landscape as Farmers, Locals (residents)
and Tourists, and each group relating to the landscape in a different way.
Farmers_ the landscape is their livelihood, through growing crops or grazing livestock. For
these purposes it is important that the land is suitable for these ends, in the sense of the
water system, and its durability. Many farmer families have lived for generations on the land,
and are very much in touch with its processes.
Locals_ live in the area for its unique qualities of open space, rest and the many land/water
transitions. They want a healthy landscape to live in and are likely to recreate in the local
surroundings to commute through the landscape regularly to various destinations.
Tourists_ will visit the region for the same reasons that locals live there, only they are likely
to recreate more in the landscape, as they are there for this purpose.
In each of our cases we were creating scenarios of how the existing landscape/area is
experienced and used by farmers, locals and tourists and during our design process of the
‘new landscapes’ in each case we were trying to build up the new scenarios for the farmers,
locals and tourists.
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design tool no7

4.7 views
In general the biggest impact on a person when experiencing the landscape is what they
see. It determines how a person orientates in the landscape, adding towards the feeling they
have about it. The visual impression one gets reflects the quality of the landscape, as what
is seen is the end product of all the underlying factors influencing it. And the reflections of
the past, seen as elements in the landscape, create, largely, the cultural experience. How we
deal with views can be very influential to how the public experiences the landscape. From
wide panoramas, which show the landscape in its fullest glory, to revealing scenes, to create
excitement and a feeling of discovery, to blocking unsightly elements which give a negative
image, to orienting a person by making visible landmarks, which can be seen from afar.
Vision is a good way to allow the public to interact in the landscape, without them literally
interacting in the physical sense and disrupting the processes within it.
Each time we were analysing views. we split them in front-mid and background views and
also the views were analysed at two levels (ground level and views fro dikes). The dikes in
our area allow us to have panoramic views of the landscape.
VIEWS split up

back-ground

mid-ground

front-ground
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design tool no8

4.8 theories of preferences & experiences

Russell & Lanius Model
Russell and Lanius (1984) worked on creating a model based on two theories, the first
concerns the description of the affective appraisal of environments (Russell and Pratt,
1980; Russel et al. 1981) and the second is the theory of adaptation level (Helson,1964).
‘‘When we think about or perceive an environment, we judge more than its physical or objective
properties. We judge how gloomy, how exciting, or how peaceful it is. No matter how familiar or
unusual the place might be, we judge its affective properties.’’ Russell and Lanius,1984
They defined as affective appraisal the judgement on how an environment is able to alter
emotional feelings (the emotive capacity of a place). The preference of a person to go to a
place, the way he will choose to move in it, as well as his behavior in, it is also related to the
persons affective appraisal of the specific place.
In the theory of adaptation level, according to Helson, judgments about a stimulus are always
relative to the context of judgment, including peripheral and previously encountered stimuli.
Rather than fixed, the human standard of judgment adjusts to the range and distribution of
available experiences (Parducci, 1968). Wohlwill (1974) has forcefully argued the relevance
of the concept of adaptation levels to the concerns of environmental psychologists. For
example, migrants from rural areas judge their city as noisier and more polluted than do
migrants from urban areas (Wohlwill and Kohn, 1973).
Russell and Lanius produced a model in which the theory of adaptation level is combined
with a descriptive model of affective categories. Emotional reactions to environments can
be described by their relative position on unpleasant-pleasant & not arousing - arousing
continua.
Looking at their model [Ap. Fig.29], we tried to specify the affective appraisal that our three
examined cases should have, as well as the emotions that we envoke in people, and we
brought them into our design process and the final designs. The case ‘saline polders’ covers
the right part/half of the model moving on axis no2 from not arousing to arousing and from
a middle situation towards pleasant. The case ‘Productive Nature & the Sublime’ covers the
same range plus the upper left part of the model since it could also create unpleasant feelings.
Our case study ‘experimental farm’ had the same target as the ‘saline polders’ though we
believed that it was not capable of fulfilling our expectations, at least not completely, and
this was also one of the reasons why we examined our alternative, the ‘saline polders’.
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Hectic
Excisting
Rushed
Intense

Active

Frenzied
Panicky

Forceful

Tense

Exhilarating
Arousing
Stimulating
Sensational

Uncomfortable
Repulsive
Unpleasant
Displeasing

Pleasing
Dissatisfying

Pretty

Beautiful
Nice
Pleasant

axis 1

axis 2
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Alive
Interesting

Unstimulating
Dull

Dreary
Boring

Serene
Restful
Peaceful
Calm

Inactive
Idle

Monotonous

P
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A
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A
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Drowsy
Slow

Tranquil

Lazy

NNO
A RR O
OUUSSI INNGG
OTT A
legend
‘Saline Polders’
‘Productive Nature & the Sublime’
Ap. Fig.29: Russell and Lanius circumplex model (1984) of the affective quality of places and where our ‘saline polders’ and
‘productive nature & the Sublime’ stand in it.
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Hierarchy of Human Needs
(Abraham Maslow,1943)
_ physiological need
_ safety need
_ sense of belonging & love need
_ self esteem need
_ cognitive need
_ aesthetic need
_ self-actualization

SelfActualization

realizing your full
potential, becoming
everything one is
capable of becoming

Aesthetic Needs

beauty- in art and naturesymmetry, balance, order, form

Cognitive Needs

knowledge & understanding, curiosity, exploration,
need for meaning & predictability

Esteem Needs

the esteem & respect of others &
self-esteem. A sense of competence

Love and Belongingness

Receiving & giving love, affection, trust & acceptance.
Affiliating, being part of a group (family, friends, work)

Safety Needs

protection from potentially dangerous objects or situations. The threat is both physical and
psychological (eg. fear of the unknown). Importance of routine & familiarity

Ap. Fig.30: Scheme of Abraham Maslow’s theory of Hierarchy of Human Needs.
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design tool no10

4.9 Ecology - natural processes
The underlying ecological philosophy is one of resilience to change and the positive influence
on sustainable land uses. Nature has a self healing quality (within certain limits), potentially
cleaning water of excess nutrients, and contributes to the impression of a healthy environment.
Biodiversity of a place can be enhanced, adding qualitative elements in the landscape, which
today is considered a commodity, both for its locals and for tourism. Nature will generally
develop by its own accord, and depending on the physical conditions of a place, will develop
according to these conditions (biotope). About the factors that negatively influence nature
development, i.e. if the natural processed are impeded, there are many ecology theories
which can be considered, such as tackling fragmentation, and by creating a robust ecological
network, to benefit the migration of species, with as many as possible habitat types to
facilitate as many as possible species.
What really interest us, during the process of designing these new saline landscapes, were:
_the new transitions from fresh to salt water that will be created and how people will
experience them and
_in the case that the transformation will occur in the same landscape, how a fresh water
landscape with high vegetation will be transformed into a landscape without any high
vegetation or just marginally on higher ground.

fresh water nature

transition
or transformation

saline nature
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Natura 2000 Atlantic
biogeographical region
Data as of July 2008

Estuary Birds and Mammals
Local bird species
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design tool no11

4.10 Hydrological system
A landscape hydrological system is key to the quality of that landscape. For almost all rural
land uses the water system is the basis, and very much determines the potential activities in
the landscape. The natural processes and the potential of water and water systems and the
robustness of (the function of) these systems are of importance and should be strengthened,
to allow for a sustainable situation. Water systems can have many functions, from a water
source for agriculture, transporting excess rainfall, or groundwater seepage from the land,
creating pleasant environments for recreation, and is essential for nature, as water is essential
for all living things.

design tool no12

4.11 Nature scenario
We considered what kinds of habitats we could expect to develop within certain ecosystems,
and what kinds of species we would like to see there. We tried to imagine nature scenarios,
particularly in the case ‘saline polders’, when developing the nature areas within our designs.
This tool is inter-related to the design tool no10.

References of part04

Russell, J. A. (1980) A circumplex model of affect. Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, no39, 116178pg.
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appendix
‘experimental farm’

5.1 site analysis
Process of site analysis
_ Wider context analysis
_ Point Line Area Analysis
_Analysis of the experiences along the routs
_ Analysis of the views in:
a. 2 levels
b. in front-, mid-, back- ground views
_Existing atmosphere

wider context
analysis

N

open / close index
N

footpath & conflict point

possible locations for the building
N

visible zone / orientation point

N

N

nature & possibilities of expansion
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Point - Line - Area analysis (P.L.A.)

points (plus views)

lines

areas

Analysis of the experiences along the roots (scenarios)

main infrastructure
(mainly by car)
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touristic routes
(by car, bike or on foot)

local routes
(on foot or bicycle)

view analysis

high vegetation
buildings

		

dike

_Back-ground

windturbines
bridge

high vegetation
at the background

open view
windmills

at the
background

house
factory
house

analysis of
the views
Example of analysis of
the view in:
front-,
mid- and
back- ground views.

open view

		
fresh water ditch

_Midground

open field_low vegetation

		

_Front-ground

fresh water connection

stripe with low/medium vegetation
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BACKGROUND

MIDGROUND

high vegetation

open field_low vegetation

buildings

fresh water connection

windturbines

FRONTGROUND

bridge

stripe with low/medium vegetation

dike
high vegetation
at the background

open view
at the
background

fresh water ditch

open view

open field_low vegetation

fresh water connection

existing atmosphere of the area
1.
3.

5.
6.
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4.

2.

ation

ium veget

h low/med

stripe wit

position 1.

position 2.

position 4.

position 3.

position 5.

position 6.
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5.2 elimination process
testing

all the combinations for the position of the units and the ring ditch within the framework of
percentages of activities.
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elimination process _ part 1
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

70% private + 30% : public and nature

because of:
_spatial restrains

(a group of 3 units and the 10m ditch don’t fit)
10m

elimination process _ part 2
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

because of:
_visible zone

_possibility of
strengthening
the nature & footpath

70% private + 30% : public and nature

_ponds will be too close to
low speed road /footpath and the house
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elimination process _part3
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

70% private + 30% : public and nature

because of:
_ponds (not with the preferable alignment) close to the main entrance/road
from Colijnsplaat and
we don’t want concealment at that part

elimination process _part 4
100% private

above the groud level
at the groud level
under the groud level

nets above the pond

nets in height

85% private + 15% : public and nature
on land

because:
_it excludes all the preferable
positions of the building
in the water

70% private + 30% : public and nature
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selection per case
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

70% private + 30% : public and nature

case A1
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

70% private + 30% : public and nature
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case A2
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

70% private + 30% : public and nature

case A3
100% private

85% private + 15% : public and nature

70% private + 30% : public and nature
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5.3 design alternatives
case A1_alternative a

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYS
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYS

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETI
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- All flexible space for production
- Hardened surface infrastructure
- Minimal flexible space for public recreation
- Minimal flexible space for nature development
- Minimal brackish ditch/buffer - Straight edges
			
- Width 10m.

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS
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case A1_alternative b

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYSTE

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- All flexible space for production
- Saline water infrastructure in the farm (outside
the Z. T. unit) with new productive units in it eg. for
mussel cultivation.
- Minimal flexible space for public recreation
- Minimal flexible space for nature development
- Minimal brackish ditch/buffer - Straight edges
			
- Width 10m.

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
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SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

saline productive units
EXISTING ELEMENTS

SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

case A2_alternative a

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYS
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYS

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETI
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- Half of the flexible space for production
- Hardened surface infrastructure
- Quarter of flexible space for public recreation
- Quarter of flexible space for nature development
- Minimal brackish ditch/buffer
			
- Naturalised edges near
			
nature and public areas
			
- Width 10m.

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE
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case A2_alternative b1

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYSTE

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- Half of the flexible space for production
- Hardened surface infrastructure but also the
brackish water canals, that pass between the units,
can be used for transportation (by boats)
- Modular approach (brackish water ditches in
between the units)
- Quarter of flexible space for public recreation
- Quarter of flexible space for nature development
- Minimal brackish ditch/buffer
			
- Naturalised edges near
			
nature and public areas
			
- Width 10m. slightly 		
			
broadened near nature
			
and public areas
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EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

case A2_alternative b2

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYS
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYS

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETI
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- Half of the flexible space for production
- Hardened surface infrastructure but also the
brackish water canals, that pass between the units,
can be used for transportation (by boats)
- Modular approach (brackish water ditches in
between the units)
- Quarter of flexible space for public recreation
- Quarter of flexible space for nature development
- Minimal brackish ditch/buffer
			
- Naturalised edges near
			
nature and public areas
			
- Width 10m. slightly 		
			
broadened near nature
			
and public areas

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE
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case A3_alternative a

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYSTE

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- None of the flexible space for production
- Hardened surface infrastructure
- Half of flexible space for public recreation
- Half of flexible space for nature development
- Brackish ditch/buffer
			
- Naturalised edges 		
			
- Width 10m.- 50m., islands
			
in water body

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
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SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

case A3_alternative b

N
S

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

BRACKISH WATER SYS
- 10M DITCH

BRACKISH WATER SYS

- NATURALISED

NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETI
EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE
SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

100m.
500m.

SALINE CROPS
NEW SPACE FOR NATURE AND PEOPE
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
/ BUFFER (existing and new )

- None of the flexible space for production
- Hardened surface infrastructure
- Modular approach (brackish water ditches in
between the units)
- Half of flexible space for public recreation
- Half of flexible space for nature development
- Brackish ditch/buffer
			
- Naturalised edges 		
			
- Width 10m.- 50m., islands
			
in water body

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM
- 10M DITCH

DIKES
BRACKISH WATER SYSTEM

- NATURALISED

EXISTING FARMSTEADS

EXISTING TREES
EXISTING NATURE
NEW TREES (POPLAR) & HIGH VEGETETION
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

EXPERIMENTAL FARM BUILDINGS
FOOTPATHS
LANDMARK - VLIETHEUVEL

UNIT
INFRASTRUCTURE
- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE RING DITCH
SALINE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE

SALINE CROPS

SALINE PRODUCTIVE CANALS

SALINE PONDS

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE
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appendix
‘saline polders’

6.1. location finding for ‘saline polders’
6.1.1 Analysis of Zeeland

topographic map

143

nature

tourism

144

cultural
historical

defensive
history

145

dikes

water

146

national
landscapes

landscape
qualities
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economy

_ abstract

_ central spine connected to
big cities
_ main harbors and sea-routes

nature

_ abstract

_ Delta water is Vogelrichtlijn
_ Robust connections around
perimeter
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tourism

_ abstract

_ Mainly concentrated
around long coast
_ Most development in
these zones
_ Zeeland’s main tourist routes

history

_ abstract

_ Historical significant areas
-outland
-inlagen
-geulen
-strandwallen
-defensive Spanish line
-flooding history
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water

_ abstract

national
landscapes

150

_ abstract

proposed areas
for aquaculture
by the municipality
_ abstract

our proposed locations
for the case
‘saline polders’
_ abstract
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Criteria for choosing the location
for the case ‘saline polders’

In locations:
_ where big economical influences are not present
_ that do not conflict with Nature 2000 or E.H.S.
_ with potentials for tourist development in relation to
the infrastructure and nature
and by trying to improve the qualities of Zealand
without changing/reducing the existing qualities
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6.1.2 analysis of Noord Beveland
A. Wider Context / Inventory

topographic map
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Infrastructure & towns/villages

dikes and water inland

154

nature

tourism & culture/history

155

polders

polders structure
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overview / conclusions

Natural environment:
- open space
- Oosterschelde - high & low tide
- North Sea
- Biodiversity
- Inlay wetlands (inlagen)
- Veerse Meer
Cultural environment:
- Build heritage = windmills, churches, towns 				
(but not used in marketing)
- History of floods and claiming the island from the sea 			
(an important story that is not easy for visitors to learn about.)
- Farms
- Ditches & Dikes

Information about Noord Beveland given by the municipality:
_Lack of Identity
_History is not visible
_lack of any main economic function
_Narrow market: focus - beach & camping only
_Lacking tourist infrastructure and facilities
_Water quality on Veerse Meer: potentially a serious impact on tourism
_A need to link tourism with other sectors: farming/ environment/others
_A need for more technical assistance to small entrepreneurs

They believe that “a real change” is needed;

and their main focus is to develop new and existing markets
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B existing atmosphere
of the island
Oosterschelde

2.

4.

3.

1.
6.

Noord Beveland
5.
Veerse Meer

1.

3.
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the beach at the North sea
de Banjaard

Anna Frisoweg _ inlagen
Kamperland

2.

4.

the delta works

the bridge _Colijnsplaat

6.

5.

roompot vakantierpark
de Banjaard

senses of N. Beveland’s landscapes
nature in inlagen

water birds

Oosterschelde _sea dike

Veerse Meer

commercial harbors

industrial harbor at Kats
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C. S.W.O.T. analysis for the whole island
WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS
_Strong tourism presents
_Good infrastructure
/ access to main economic axis
_Strong cultural landscape elements
_Island borders 3 main water bodies
_this area is also recommended by
provincial plan as potential area for
aquaculture inland

_Tourism facilities concentrated
on the edges of the island
_Most tourist activities are directed
outside dike area
_Flood history are not really
evident in the landscape

selected area

OPPORTUNITIES
_Infrastructure offers good
transportation network
_Cultural elements which reflects
regional character
_A harbor with strong industrial
character
_Various dike landscape types
_Dikes allows good views of the
landscape
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THREATS
_Extra tidal fluctuations due to sea
level rising
_Increased salinity on coastal zone
_Salt water intrusion at dike edges
and at low areas
_Drier summers and wetter
winders = water excess, lack in
summer
_Fagile fresh water lens for
agriculture

6.1.3 analysis of site specific
A. Wider Context / Inventory

east edge
of the island

P.L.A. analysis

points

lines

areas
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B.. S.W.O.T. analysis for site specific
STRENGTHS
_No interference in E.H.S.
_4 landscape types to increased
variety
_Easy access to Oosterschelde and
large scale water
infrastructure

WEAKNESSES
_Main road cuts through area
_Fragmented routes
_Conflict points

selected area

OPPORTUNITIES
_Existing large fresh water ditch that
can act as a buffer
_Dikes allow a good view in to the
landscape
_Cultural elements
_Useful infrastructure
_Dike structure and scale similar to
the inlaagen in North
_Harbor at Kats / industrial landscape
_Footpaths extension
_Main roads allow easy access and
views of bridges
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THREATS
_Possible future development
_increased salinity in dike fringes
(more in the future)
_More fresh water fluctuations

C. Scenarios of experiences

farmers

tourists

locals

commuters
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6.2. case B1
6.2.1 schematic representation

LAND

LAND

≈2km

SEA

LAND
≈2km
Ap. Fig.32: schematic representation of case B1.
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6.2.2 water system

in/between
farms

in each farm

saline crops

salty ditch

retention ponds

retention ditch

ponds

in the nature

higher salty lake
shallow canals
in nature
lowest salty lake

SEA

water pumped
from the sea
or ground water
or even recycled water
that has been clean in
the new system

SEA

watet sent
to the sea
or recycled to
the system again

Ap. Fig.33: schematic description of the water system of case B1.

6.2.3 test results
testing the analytical components of the case B1 and
the design tools selections.
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structural scheme
case b1
zoom in 1

FOR SALINE NATURE
B1&2 SPACE
STRUTURAL
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

500m.

PRODUCTIVE LAND
MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - MAIN ROUTES

B3 STRUTURAL

zoom in 1

N

zoom in 2
SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

S

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

existing DIKES

zoom in 3

existing SEA DIKE

zoom in 4
zoom in 5

500m.

zoom in 5

500m.

zoom in 4
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500m.

zoom in 2

B1a DESIGN
GROUP OF 8 PONDS
RETENTION PONDS
RETENTION CANALS
SALINE WATER IN NATURE
SALINE NATURE
SALINE CROPS
PROCESSING AREA
INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE ‘ring’ DITCH
NEW BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER (width: min. 10m.)
TREES & HIGH VEGETETION ON HIGHER GROUNDS
NEW SHORT DIKES

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

SEA DIKE

EXISTING DIKES INLAND

EXISTING BUILDINGS

BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER width: min.10m.)

BRACKISH WATER DITCH (width: less than 10m.)

500m.

zoom in 3
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structural scheme
case b1
FOR SALINE NATURE
B1&2 SPACE
STRUTURAL

500m.

x-section: zoom in 2

& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND
MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - MAIN ROUTES

B3 STRUTURAL

N

SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

S

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

existing DIKES
existing SEA DIKE

25m.

10.00 5.00 10.00 5.00

36.20
PRODUCTIVE AREA / SALINE FARM

retention pond

Z. T. ‘s ponds / hardened infrastructure

20.50

50m
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5.00 10.00 5.00 10.00

0

sections

10.00

3.00

detail 1

PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT

saline crop field

10.00 5.00 10.00 5.00

36.20

saline
ring
ditch

10.00

sea dike
(5m. high)

SEA

3.00

detail 1
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structural scheme
case b1
FOR SALINE NATURE
B1&2 SPACE
STRUTURAL

500m.

x-section: zoom in 4

& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND
MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - MAIN ROUTES

B3 STRUTURAL

N

SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

=

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

PRODUCTIVE LAND

S

existing DIKES
existing SEA DIKE

100.00

50m

5.00 5.00 10.0
2.00
PRODUCTIVE AREA

retention pond

Z. T. ‘s ponds

50m

100.00

5.00
detail 1
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5.00 10.00

sections

25m

detail 1

5.00

00 1.50

detail 2

in/between

/ SALINE FARM

NATURE / PUBLIC
higher ground at the edges of the nature filters

saline retention
ring canal
ditch

/ hardened infrastructure

5.00 10.00 5.00

100.00

public interaction

5.00 5.00 10.00 1.50
2.00
detail 2
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case B1_ alternative B (water infrastructure)
structural scheme
case b1
zoom in 1

FOR SALINE NATURE
B1&2 SPACE
STRUTURAL
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

500m.

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND
MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - MAIN ROUTES

zoom in 2

B3 STRUTURAL

N

zoom in 2
SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

S

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

existing DIKES

zoom in 3

existing SEA DIKE

zoom in 4

B1b DESIGN
zoom in 5

GROUP OF 8 PONDS
SALINE INFRASTRUCTURE / CANALS
RETENTION CANALS
RETENTION POND
SALINE WATER IN NATURE
SALINE NATURE
SALINE CROPS
PROCESSING AREA
INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

SALINE ‘ring’ DITCH
NEW BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER (width: min. 10m.)
TREES & HIGH VEGETETION ON HIGHER GROUNDS
NEW SHORT DIKES
EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

SEA DIKE

500m.

zoom in 5

EXISTING DIKES INLAND

EXISTING BUILDINGS

BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER width: min.10m.)
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BRACKISH WATER DITCH (width: less than 10m.)

Ap. Fig. 34: section of the saline nature filter in case B1

working on other cases
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6.3. case B2
structural scheme
case B2

6.3.1 test results

zoom in 1

testing the analytical

B1&2 STRUTURAL

FOR SALINE NATURE
B1&2 SPACE
STRUTURAL
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

SPACE FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE LAND

PRODUCTIVE LAND

components of the case

MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

MAIN ROUTES FOR PUBLIC

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT - MAIN ROUTES

B2 & the design tools

N

B3 STRUTURAL

zoom in 2
SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

selections.

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

S

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

existing DIKES

zoom in 3

existing SEA DIKE

zoom in 6

B3 STRUTURAL

zoom in 4

SPACE (INLAGEN) FOR SALINE NATURE
& PARTLY FOR RECREATION

PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE CROPS

zoom in 5

DIKE 1,50m. high

DIKE 3,00m. high

existing DIKES
existing SEA DIKE

500m.

zoom in 2
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=

PRODUCTIVE LAND

500m.

zoom in 5

B2 DESIGN
GROUP OF 8 PONDS
SALINE INFRASTRUCTURE / CANALS & WATER BODIES
RETENTION POND
SALINE WATER IN NATURE
SALINE NATURE
SALINE CROPS
PROCESSING AREA
INFRASTRUCTURE

- HARDENED SURFACE

FOOT PATHS
IN PRODUCTIVE AREAS

SALINE ‘ring’ DITCH
NEW BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER (width: min. 10m.)
TREES & HIGH VEGETETION ON HIGHER GROUNDS
NEW SHORT DIKES

EXISTING ELEMENTS
SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

SEA DIKE

EXISTING DIKES INLAND

EXISTING BUILDINGS

BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER width: min.10m.)

BRACKISH WATER DITCH (width: less than 10m.)

500m.

zoom in 6
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6.4. case B3

working sketches
of the “inlaagen principles”

ground
in the nature filter/inlagen:
higher level

ground
in the productive inlagen:
lower level

ground
in the nature filter/inlagen:
lowest level
ground
in the productive inlagen:
higher level

PUMPING STATION
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N

PONDS IN THE PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN
SALINE INFRASTRUCTURE / CANALS & WATER BODIES
IN THE PRODUCTIVE INLAGEN

500m.

S

RETENTION POND IN THE CROPLAND
SALINE WATER IN NATURE
SALINE NATURE
SALINE CROPS
PROCESSING AREA
DIKE 1,50m. high
DIKE 3,00m. high
SALINE ‘ring’ DITCH

B3 DE

NEW BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER (width: min. 10m.)
ROADS IN THE CROPLAND
TREES & HIGH VEGETETION ON HIGHER GROUNDS

PONDS

SALINE
IN THE P

EXISTING ELEMENTS

RETENT

SHORT HISTORIC DIKE

SALINE

SEA DIKE

SALINE

EXISTING DIKES INLAND

SALINE

PROCES
EXISTING BUILDINGS

DIKE 1,5

BRACKISH WATER DITCH / BUFFER width: min.10m.)

DIKE 3,0

BRACKISH WATER DITCH (width: less than 10m.)

SALINE

NEW BR
ROADS
TREES

EXISTING ELEMENT

SHORT H

SEA DIKE

EXISTING

EXISTING

BRACKISH

BRACKISH

final design
for case B1 in detail
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appendix
the inlagen

Zeeland is full of elements that remind you of the past and these elements are very visible
in the daily lives of the locals. Some of these elements are relics of a period when the fight
against the sea, actively trying to save precious arable land, was a part of life for all people
in Zeeland. The remnants of this struggle with the sea are the inlagen, a primitive form of
coastal defence, and these are mainly found along the Oosterschelde on the north coast of
Noord Beveland and the south coast of Schouwen.
Inlagen were built in places where the sea dike was weakened and there was a risk of the
dike failing and where potentially wide scale flooding could occur. To prevent such flooding,
a new dike would then be made inland of the sea dike, as a buffer for if the sea dike would
fail. This dike would be known as an inlaag dike, and the area between the sea dike and the
inlaag dike is called an inlagen.
An inlagen is never wider than about a few hundred meters, and the character of the inlagen
has very much to do with its relative height above sea level. On high grounds the inlagen
usually had an agricultural function. If the area was low lying it was allowed to become
meadow, in which people would poach eggs of breeding birds, or graze livestock. Through
the years the inlagen generally have become lower and some have gradually filled with water.
This is due to the extraction of clay from many of the inlagen, to reinforce the inlaag dike.
The patterns created by the clay extraction are known as karrenvelden, and consist of many
narrow channels in parallel, with between them narrow higher parts, known as dammetjes,
where the people would walk up and down with their carts, filled with the clay.
Nature value of inlagen
In 1960 the inlagen were bought by Staats Beheer, Natuur Monumenten and Het Zeeuwse
Landschap; to many were given a nature designation and the others being utilised for
recreational purposes. Today the inlagen have varying nature values which include; salt or
fresh, sand or clay, marsh like or permanently inundated. They are rich in bird life because
of their close proximity to the delta waters. There are large botanical variations present,
which is a result of the dynamic environmental conditions. In some of the more isolated
inlagen there are some rare species to be found, including the Noorse woelmuis (Root vole)
Microtus oeconomus, of which the inlagen and karrenvelden, are the last remaining habitats
for this mammal.
Nature development in inlagen
After the development of the delta works, the tidal influxes in the Oosterschelde were
drastically reduced. This negatively affected the biodiversity on its coastal fringes, including
in the inlagen, as the saline seepage had also reduced. Within the typical Atlantic coastal
181

habitats, this has reduced the number of species which require the tidal influxes. And with
fewer habitats, there is also a lower variety of birds that belong in the delta region, as they
have no space to breed. The reduction in tidal influxes is not the only thing to blame for
loss of diversity, as due to the increase in tourism in the last few decades there has been
much habitat loss as much space is allocated for recreational purposes. This has particularly
affected the coastal pioneer bird species, which require areas of bare ground, which remain
dry for nesting, and as these do not accept very much disturbance, many estuary species
have declined in numbers. To counter this decline, in recent years in some of the inlagen,
artificial islands have been created, which lay isolated in bodies of water. This has resulted in
a slow recovery of the some of the coastal pioneer species.

Inlagen’s atmosphere
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Zimmerman polder
& Fredricia polder

saeftinghe
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‘sublime productive nature’
saeftinghe
Nowadays there is no natural connection from the land to the sea in Zeeland, except of
saeftinghe.
_natural biotope
_tidal nature
_nature 2000
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comparisons between the cases

9.1. general comparisons
‘experimental
farm’

‘saline polders’

‘sublime
productive nature’

collaboration of farms

a national ‘farm’/park

artificial biotope

natural biotope

Locals, Farmers,
Tourists, Municipality

Locals, Farmers, Tourists,
Municipality, Province,
National, European

‘saline polders’

‘sublime
productive nature’

ownership
individual farms

water conditions
isolated

levels of influence
Locals, Farmers,
Tourists

‘experimental
farm’
from 100% farm

50 / 50 relationship

30 / 70 relationship

level of productivity
level of public involvement
space for nature
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9.2 analytical components

a.‘experimental farm’
1. Percentage
Space

Private vs. Public&Nature

2. Technique
The Composition of the
elements that form the unit

3. Water
System
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From 100% Private up to 70%
Private+30% Public & Nature
(design alternatives: A1, A2 & A3)

Starting with the “Z.T. unit”,

isolated saline water system

4. Public
Interaction

Public only views from the outside,
and/or minimal interaction on
margins (testing max. 30% for public
and nature)

5. Nature
Value

Nature value in the periphery of the
farm (testing max. 30% oif the area
for public and nature)

b. ‘saline polders’

c. ‘productive nature’

Alternatives with a 50% Private / 50%
Public & Nature
(design alternatives: B1, B2 & B3)

30% Private / 70% Public & Nature

Breakdown of Z.T. units components
(and up-scaling them) and combined
amongst collaboration,to introduction
of new shapes of pond

New techniques, Productive nature,
Productive dikes

partly isolated, partly integrated

integrated and natural

Increasing the level of interaction
and the rural saline experience
(testing 50% shared between public
& nature)

Public can experience sublime
nature in a controlled way and not
intensively

New saline nature areas, increasing
resilience and relation to context
(testing 50% shared between public
and nature)

Testing various productive elements
within nature. Testing techniques
for utilising natural tidal influxes for
pond system
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Interviews with Experts
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Case
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Research
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+ Site
investication

Map and Field Studies

ZEELAND

Site
investication
and analysis
for:

Interviews

THE
PROPOSAL

Map and Field Studies

Site
investication
and analysis
for:

Formulating

Identifying
the Theme
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ph
Case Studies

Selection
of the
areas
for which
we will
focus

Talk with
the
advisors
who are
involved
in the
project
[guidance
- cooperation]
testing by
means of
conversations
the results
of the analysis
& the choosen
areas to
focus on.

research organization
DESIGN
Design Thesis
(glocal)

phase 1V

hase I1I
Additional needed
research on the
focus areas
&
Start of
generating
the first
MODELS
and
their first
ALTERNATIVES

Talk with
the advisors
who are
involved in
the project
[guidance cooperation]

Questionnaires

Interviews

final models

CLICK !

inspiration

General Design Principles
(Models and Alternatives)

+
testing by
means of
conversations
the feasibility
of the concepts
and models.

Map and Field Studies

inspiration

final alterantives

Field Trips
Interviews
Map studies

Design for SITES SPECIFIC

PHASE

ENDING

VISION for the Future

Review Conclusions

Proposal for
Further Research

END PROJECT

Axis I: Feedback

Axis II: Contact Network
Axis III: Organised Data Collection
Axis IV: Litrature Study
Axis V: Evaluation of the Results & Decision Making
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